SUBJECT: COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES

The next meeting of the Council of Representatives will be held in the Centre William Rappard on Tuesday, 29 January, starting at 3 p.m.

The following items are proposed for the agenda:

1. United States Agricultural Adjustment Act
   - Twenty-seventh annual report by the United States (L/5772)

2. United States Fiscal Legislation (DISC-FSCA) (L/5716, L/5723, L/5774)

3. United States ban on imports of steel pipes and tubes from the European Communities (L/5747 and Add. L/5773)

4. Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions
   - Arrangements for consultations in 1985 (C/W/459)

5. Consultative Group of Eighteen
   - Composition for 1985

6. Status of Work in Panels
   - Statement by the Director-General

Members of the Council, other contracting parties, other governments with observer status and international organizations with observer status are invited to inform me of the names of their representatives by Monday, 28 January.

A. Dunkel